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Hearing before Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb on March 28, 2013, in
Pine Bluff, Jefferson County, Arkansas.  

The claimant was represented by Ms. Sheila F. Campbell, Attorney at Law, North
Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondents were represented by Mr. William C. Frye, Attorney at Law, North Little
Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held on the above-styled claim on March 28, 2013, before

Administrative Law Judge Barbara W. Webb.  A Pre-hearing Order was entered in

this case on January 29, 2013.  The Pre-hearing Order set forth the stipulations

offered by the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at this

hearing.  A copy of the January 29, 2013 Pre-hearing Order is made a part of the

hearing record.

By agreement of the parties, the stipulations as submitted by the parties in

the Pre-hearing Order as amended on the record are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.
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2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about

February 25, 2010, when the claimant contends he sustained a

compensable back injury.

3. Based on an average weekly wage of $726.40, the claimant would be

entitled to compensation rates of $484.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $363.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

4. Respondents have controverted this claim in its entirety.

ISSUES

By agreement of the parties, the issues presented at the hearing were as

follows:

1. Compensability of claimant’s alleged February 25, 2010, back

injury.

2. If found compensable, claimant’s entitlement to temporary total

disability benefits from February 25, 2010, through November 18,

2010,  and medical benefits.

3. Compensability of a mental injury as a compensable consequence.

4. Credit for §411 for short term disability paid.

5. All other issues are reserved.

The record consists of a one volume transcript of the March 28, 2013,

hearing, consisting of the testimony of Michael Epps, William Huyck, and all

documentary evidence consisting of Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 (Pre-hearing

Order); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1 (Deposition of Michael Epps - maintained
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separately in Commission file); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 2 (Medical Records);

Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1 (Packet of Medical Records and Index); Respondents’

Exhibit No. 2 (Supplemental Medical Records);  Respondents’ Exhibit No. 3

(Abstract and Medical); and  Respondents’ Exhibit No. 4 (Medical Records – Short-

term Disability Reports). 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The claimant is forty-seven years of age (b. d. 11/15/64).  The claimant

testified that he had worked for International Paper and Evergreen Packaging for

a total of about twenty years.  During the last five or six years, he worked at

Evergreen as a process specialist.  His job duties involved helping finish out the rolls

once the machine had put them together, servicing the machines, and keeping the

area clean.  He would frequently lift heavy metal objects, boxes of plugs, cores, and

small rolls that would break off prematurely.  Epps estimated these items had  an

average weight of 60 to 80 pounds.  He explained that the machine would kick out

rolls and he would have to stand in front of the rolls and control them as they moved

down the conveyer belt since the machine did not have catchers.  On February 25,

2010, he was working the evening shift with a co-worker catching particularly heavy

rolls.  The machine kicked a roll completely across the conveyor belt.  He caught the

roll to keep it from colliding with the machine and pushed it back on the line when

his back gave out.  He estimated the roll weighed about 2,000 pounds.  He felt

sharp pains and told his co-worker that he had hurt his back.  He continued to
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complete his shift and went home that night with the hope that he would improve by

the next day.  

Epps explained that he had been off work previously due to medical reasons.

He had blockage which required him to have a stent placed in his heart.  Epps

explained that he felt like it was too soon to return back to work because he felt

puny, but the doctor released him to go back to work so he did.  He was not able to

return to work on February 26, 2010.  He called the main gate and told them that

he could not make it in because he was suffering from chest and back pain.  He

went to the hospital for chest pains.  He explained that at some point he contacted

Leslie in HR and Mr. Livingston because he kept having to go to the emergency

room and realized he was not going to be able to return to work immediately.  He

recalled that he talked with Leslie in March of 2010 and told her that he had injured

his back pushing rolls off the conveyor belt and that he did not know if he was going

to be able to return back in that job doing that kind of work.  He asked for work that

was less strenuous, but she said they didn’t have anything.  They had him fill out

FMLA paperwork and told him that he didn’t qualify for workers’ compensation since

the injury did not occur on the job.  He applied for short-term disability.

Epps sought treatment at the Central Arkansas VA Hospital on February 24,

2010, because his back was flaring up and he needed a shot to reduce the swelling

in his discs.   He didn’t complain about getting hurt on the job because as a soldier

you don’t give up.  He explained that at Evergreen if you complain that you got hurt

to a doctor, he would talk to Evergreen and he did not want to get terminated.  He
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explained that he had served in the regular Army and the Reserves for over thirty

years.  He had previous injuries while serving his country.  In 2010, he had already

received a 40% rating from the VA.  Epps explained that Evergreen was aware that

he had back problems because he had disclosed them when he was hired by

Evergreen.  He had worked lighter jobs at IP in the lab and mixing chemicals.  When

the mill shut down, he went to work for Evergreen.  The work was more strenuous.

Prior to the injury, he had performed the strenuous work for five years with excellent

attendance.  He worked holidays and overtime.  

Epps explained that the injury had caused him to lose his independence and

he would be back in the hospital if he tried to do normal everyday things.  He has

been in therapy due to a lot of anger issues.  He testified that his back is more

severe all the time since February 25, 2010, and he can no longer return to work

and push through it.  He uses a cane due to the neuropathy in his lower extremities

on bad days.  Epps contacted Evergreen on several times seeking light duty but

Leslie insisted there was none available.  His short-term disability ended on

November 18, 2010.

Epps testified that his condition has worsened.  He cannot sleep and takes

a lot of medication for pain and his mental health.  He also has high blood pressure.

Evergreen did not instruct him on how to file a workers’ compensation claim.  He

was aware he was supposed to report an injury to First Aid, but did not do it on the

25th because he thought he was coming back to work the next day.  
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On cross-examination, Epps described the current pain in his back as

constant which worsens with movement.  He agreed that the medical records reveal

that he was having constant low back pain with movement on February 22 and 24,

2010, when he sought treatment at the VA.  Epps denied he was in severe pain

when he went to work on February 25, 2010, even though he sought treatment the

day before for back pain.  Epps explained that it was a real gradual thing at work

and agreed that it was not unusual for him to have back pain with any kind of

activity.  Epps agreed he had sought treatment in 2006 for back pain.  He explained

that catching the 2,000 pound roll coming off the conveyor belt was “the straw that

broke my back”.  

Epps agreed he had pre-existing conditions.  He fell off a grenade bunker in

2007.   He had an earlier injury at Fort Sill which resulted in a 10% disability award

from the VA in 2002.  After the second incident, he was awarded 40%.  

 After the incident on February 25, 2010, he went to Ouachita County Medical

Center and was admitted to the hospital on February 26th for intermittent chest pain.

He could not explain why the records on March 12, 2010, reflected that he had

chronic low back pain with no recent injury with no mention of a work-related injury.

He did not tell the doctors because he believed they were working with Evergreen

and he wanted to get back to work.  He agreed that he signed the State Farm form

for disability which indicated that his condition of severe low back pain was not

related to a work-related sickness or injury with symptoms first appearing on

February 16, 2010.  He submitted the form on March 30, 2010, because that is
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when he quit working.  He receives approximately $1,100.00 per month in disability

benefits from State Farm.  He also filled out the form for Standard, the short-term

disability carrier for Evergreen which stated “No report of acute injury” and “History

of chronic low back problems.”  He did not tell Dr. Neal that the back problems were

work-related because he did not want it reported back to Evergreen.   He explained

he was familiar with people who had been terminated for filing a workers’

compensation claim.  He was seen in the emergency room on March 24th and April

25th after doing yard work and riding on a lawn mower.  Epps explained that the

doctor had told him to get out and try to do things.  In May, he reported to the doctor

that his pain would come and go.  On June 24th, he reported that he began having

chronic back pain after lifting boxes.  He agreed that in addition to the benefits from

State Farm, he was also getting approximately $1,700.00 per month in Social

Security after a deduction for medical and $1,333.00 in VA benefits.  He also

collected a $10,000.00 check from Evergreen which resulted in a payment of

$6,000.00 after taxes.  

Epps explained that he was angry with Evergreen because of the way he was

terminated by Evergreen.  He explained that Leslie called him on a Saturday night

to tell him.  He also sought treatment in January and February of 2011 for back pain

after washing his car.  He agreed he told them his back problems were from a

rollover accident in a Jeep and being tackled in football.  He also reported that he

had lifted an ice chest on July 4th and had not been the same since.  
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Epps testified that he did not seek treatment for his back between December

17, 2007, and February 22, 2010.  Epps worked at Evergreen during that time.  

William Huyck testified that he was the Health and Safety Manager at

Evergreen Packaging.  He explained that injuries are reported to the supervisor and

the nurse at First Aid, which is a full clinic.  He explained that if Epps had reported

the injury, an investigation would have been completed and the nurse would have

filled out the claim to Gallagher Bassett, the workers’ comp carrier.  The actual claim

was filled out on February 16, 2011.  He explained that one of the individuals

mentioned by Epps had actually worked light duty and they were trying to transition

her back to another job.  The other individual was terminated due to a violation of

company policy which resulted in his injury.

DISCUSSION

The claimant contends he sustained a compensable back injury on February

25, 2010, and is entitled to appropriate benefits.  He also contends he sustained a

mental injury as a compensable consequence.

The respondents contend that the claimant is alleging an injury on February

25, 2010, to his back.  However, despite the claimant’s assertion that he reported

the injury, the first notice the employer received was on February 17, 2011.  At this

point, the respondents have no medical documentation to support a compensable

injury.  In regards to the claimant’s assertion that respondents paid benefits from

May - October 2010, it is the respondents’ contention that he did not receive

workers’ compensation benefits.  However, the claimant may be referring to the
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short term disability carrier, which does not involve this respondent.  Alternatively,

if found compensable, respondents assert that they are entitled to an offset for short

term disability paid.  Respondents further contend  that claimant cannot prove that

he suffered a compensable mental injury pursuant to § 11-9-113 in that there has

been no diagnosis done with the criteria through the Diagnostic Statistics Manual

and if found compensable would be limited to twenty-six weeks. 

I.  COMPENSABILITY

Claimant contends that he sustained a compensable injury that is governed

by the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-101 et seq.

Act 796 of 1993, as codified at Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A) defines

“compensable injury”: 

(i) an accidental injury causing internal or external physical  harm to
the body or accidental injury to prosthetic appliances...arising out of
and in the course of employment and which requires medical services
or results in disability or death.   An injury is “accidental” only if it is
caused by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of
occurrence.

The employee must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained

a compensable injury.  In addition, a compensable injury must be established by

medical evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(4)(D).  “Objective findings” are those findings which cannot come under

voluntary control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

In the instant case, claimant admittedly had a long history of back problems.

The primary dispute in this case is whether claimant has established a causal

connection between his work and any need for additional medical treatment for his
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lower back.  In a workers’ compensation case, a claimant must prove a causal

connection between the work-related accident and the disabling injury.  Stephenson

v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 70 Ark. App. 265, 19 S.W.3d 36 (2000).  The determination

of whether a causal connection exists is a question of fact for the Commission to

determine.  Jeter v. B.R. McGinty Mech., 62 Ark. App. 53, 968 S.W.2d 645 (1998).

In support of their denial of compensability and treatment for the low back,

respondents rely on the medical reports of the claimant which revealed a significant

history of back problems with similar symptoms including treatment the day before

the alleged incident at work.  In addition, the respondents point to the fact that the

claimant did not mention to any of his doctors that he had suffered work related

injuries until he sought treatment for depression in 2011 after he was terminated.

 On the other hand, claimant contends that he suffered a traumatic injury

which caused his low back problem.  The claimant testified that he worked for

Evergreen for five years and did not have problems with his low back or radiating

pain into his right leg before the incident which kept him from returning to work, that

he currently uses crutches and cannot perform any heavy work, and that he

continues to have low back pain that he had never experienced before. 

In workers’ compensation law, an employer takes the employee as he finds

him, and employment circumstances that aggravate preexisting conditions are

compensable.  Williams v. L & W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383

(2004); Heritage Baptist Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150

(2003).   However, an aggravation is a new injury resulting from an independent
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incident.  Id.  An aggravation, being a new injury with an independent cause, must

meet the definition of a compensable injury in order to establish compensability for

the aggravation. Id.  

Conjecture and speculation, even if plausible, cannot take the place of proof.

Ark. Dept. of Correction v. Glover, 35 Ark. App. 32, 812 S.W.2d 692 (1991); Dena

Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 575 S.W.2d 155 (1970); Arkansas

Methodist Hospital v. Adams, 43 Ark. App. 1, 858 S.W.2d 125 (1993).  Medical

opinions addressing compensability must be stated within a reasonable degree of

medical certainty. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16)(B)(Repl. 1996). The Arkansas

Court of Appeals has held:

the plethora of possible causes for work-related injuries includes
many that can be established by a common-sense observation and
deduction. To require medical proof of causation in every case
appears out of line with the general policy of economy and efficiency
contained within the workers’ compensation law. To be sure, there will
be circumstances where medical evidence will be necessary to
establish that a particular injury resulted from a work-related incident -
but not in every case.  We find the Court of Appeal’s reasoning in
Millican and Tilley persuasive.  We therefore adopt the holding in
Millican that objective medical evidence is necessary to establish the
existence and extent of an injury, but is not essential to establish the
causal relationship between the injury and the work-related incident
(emphasis added).

Freeman v. Con-Agra Frozen Foods, 70 Ark. App. 306, 27 S.W.3d 762 (2000),

quoting Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999).

See Stephens Truck Lines v. Millican, 58 Ark. App. 275, 950 S.W.2d 472 (1997)

and Aeroquip, Inc. v. Tilley, 59 Ark. App.163, 954 S.W.2d 305 (1997). 
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Based on this reasoning, Freeman, summed up the current state of the law

as such:

Medical evidence is not ordinarily required to prove causation, i.e., a
connection between the injury and the claimant’s employment, but if
an unnecessary medical opinion is offered on that issue, the opinion
must be stated with a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 

Freeman, supra, citing Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Van Wagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990

S.W.2d 522 (1999). 

The law is clear that medical opinions based upon “could”, “may”, “possibly”,

and “can” lack the definitiveness required by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(B)(Supp.1999) which requires that medical opinions be stated within a

reasonable degree of medical certainty.  Scott v. Middleton Drywall, 2005 AWCC

22 (Feb. 9, 1005) (“probably did” found insufficient to prove causation); Frances v.

Gaylord Container Corporation, 341 Ark. 527, 20 S.W.3d 280 (2000) (overruling

prior Court of Appeals decision and holding that “could” was insufficient to satisfy

standard ); Crudup v. Regal Ware, Inc. , 341 Ark. 804, 20 S.W.3d 760 (2001)

(“theoretical possibility” did not meet standard of proof); Freeman v. Con-Agra

Frozen Foods, 344 Ark. 296, 40 S.W.3d 760 (2001) (to pass muster, opinion must

be more than speculation and go beyond possibilities).

After review and consideration of the testimony and medical records, I find

that the preponderance of the evidence fails to show that claimant suffered a

compensable injury to his low back that is causally related to his work.
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II. MENTAL INJURY

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-113 provides that a mental injury or illness is not

compensable unless it is caused by a physical injury to the employee’s body except

where the employee is a victim of a crime of violence and shall not be considered

an injury arising out of and in the course of employment or compensable unless it

is demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence.  The statute further provides

that no mental injury or illness is compensable unless it is diagnosed by a licensed

psychiatrist or psychologist and unless the diagnosis of the condition meets the

criteria established in the most current issue of the Diagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders.  The statute further provides that in any claim by

reason of mental injury or illness, the employee shall be limited to twenty-six (26)

weeks of disability benefits. 

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-508 states that employers must provide all medical

treatment that is reasonably necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.

What constitutes reasonable and necessary treatment under the statute is a

question of fact for the Commission.  Ganksy v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163,

924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Geo Specialty Chem., Inc. v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13

S.W.3d 218 (2000).   Respondents are responsible only for medical services which

are causally related to the compensable injury.

In the instant case, the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the credible evidence that he suffered a compensable mental injury or illness as a

result of a compensable injury related to his work.  Although the claimant in this
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case has established that he suffered from a chronic back condition, he has failed

to prove by a preponderance that he has suffered a mental injury which was caused

by a physical injury related to his work.  Finally, I find that the claimant has failed to

offer any diagnosis that has met the criteria established in the most current issue

of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (“DSM”). 

  FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about

February 25, 2010, when the claimant contends he sustained a

compensable back injury.

3. Based on an average weekly wage of $726.40, the claimant would be

entitled to compensation rates of $484.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $363.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

4. Respondents have controverted this claim in its entirety.

5. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that he suffered a compensable low back injury as a result of a work-

related incident on February 25, 2010.

6. The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that he is entitled  to benefits for depression as a result of a work-

related incident on February 25, 2010.
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ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be, and hereby is,

respectfully denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                            
BARBARA WEBB
Administrative Law Judge


